Abstract-Transferring datagrams is essential for a lot of tasks. If the data does not fit into one network packet, fragmentation is needed. We propose a fragmentation protocol that adapts to different MTUs and to the datagram size, ensuring efficient bandwidth utilization. The protocol is extensible to allow tailoring to network and application demands. Thus, it is suitable for deploying it in various scenarios and under different conditions, whereas other protocols do not scale well. We demonstrate the applicability on low-end embedded devices and in a tele-operated robot scenario. Additionally, we analyze the scalability of our protocol, evaluate the induced overhead for different MTUs and datagram sizes, and compare it to other fragmentation protocols.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transferring amounts of data in a reliable way is essential for a lot of tasks like up or downloading files. However, the exchanged datagrams are almost always bigger than a single maximum transmission unit (MTU) of the network. For example, the MTU on wired Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) is fixed at 1500 Bytes. With the advent of the internet, protocols have been developed for fragmenting datagrams into smaller chunks and reassembling them [1] .
In industrial or automotive environments, transferring datagrams that are larger than one MTU is also needed. For example, this is necessary for uploading configurations to devices, flashing new software on devices, or communicating complex data between devices. A very popular automotive field-bus is the Controller Area Network (CAN [2] ), which provides an MTU of eight bytes only. Depending on the used higher-level CAN protocol, different solutions for fragmented data exchange like ISO 15765-2 [3] or SAE J1939 [4] exist. The aim of all existing solutions is saving resources, especially bandwidth and the number of needed messages. However in general, their scalability is limited, as we discuss in Section II.
For the emerging technology of sensor networks, large data transmissions have to be supported as well, enabling e. g. software upload in the field or bulk data transfers. However, due to energy saving reasons, efficient transfers with a minimum number of messages are crucial because every additional bit sent or received shortens the life time of a sensor node. Besides minimizing the number of messages in general, and being as resource efficient as possible, other requirements have to be tackled to deliver large datagrams end-to-end. These requirements can either result from the application or be caused by network characteristics. Challenges a transfer protocol has to cope with depend on the network type, but three things that happen with packets in general are: Duplication, Reordering and Packet loss. These problems have to be appropriately treated with mechanisms like sequence numbers, tackling the reordering and the duplicate problem, or forward error correction, enabling data recovery without retransmissions. However, not all network types are faced with all problems equally. For instance, the CAN-Bus, which is designed for reliable communication in cars, has many fault handling properties implemented in the hardware. Thus, problems happen only under very specific circumstances [5] . Hence, to cope with different network properties, specific fragmentation protocols have been developed.
When providing applications with a unique communication interface [6] , [7] that a) hides the characteristics of different networks and b) allows for large datagrams, fragmentation needs to be taken care of for each supported network. Instead of using different approaches, a general adaptable solution reduces development efforts and overhead significantly. Moreover, such a solution would extend to network protocols which do not already provide means of fragmentation.
Summarizing the requirements, the aim is a configurable, resource-optimal fragmentation protocol that is deployable even in resource constrained environments like on 8-bit micro-controllers. The main contribution of our paper is an Adaptive Fragmentation Protocol (AFP), which adapts mainly in two directions. Firstly, it takes the different MTUs of underlying networks into account, and secondly, it tailors its protocol overhead to be efficient, avoiding bandwidth wasting. Furthermore, it provides an extension mechanism that allows the addition and encapsulation of further protocols like forward error correction.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We start with a related work discussion. Subsequently we introduce AFP conceptually, and explain how we realised it to enable its flexibility and adaptability. Afterwards, we evaluate it and discuss the question of scalability, efficiency, and protocol overhead. In a case study in Section V we show the practical relevance of our protocol.
A summary concludes the paper and gives an outlook on further research.
II. RELATED WORK
Fragmentation protocols exist for a long time already. The Internet Protocol (IP) is one of the most widespread examples available. Its successor, IPv6, clones the approach but introduces some more overhead. In the embedded world, fragmentation protocols are deployed as well. Exemplary we discuss the solutions developed for CAN networks, having an MTU of just 8 Bytes. This section describes the functionality of fragmentation approaches and discusses their scalability.
A. Internet Protocol Fragmentation
The Internet Protocol [8] has been designed to connect networks with different MTUs with each-other, providing transparent end-to-end routing. Fragmentation has been introduced as a core feature to allow gateways to forward data traffic to networks with a smaller MTU, even in cases where the packets had been already fragmented. The reassembly of fragmented packets should be performed at the destination.
The IP header contains three fields meant for fragmentation and reassembly: An identification field is a 16-bit number unique for every fragmented packet. It is used to identify fragments belonging together. A fragment offset is a 13-bit address, giving the position of the current fragment in the packet with an 8-Byte granularity, allowing a maximum packet size of 64 KBytes. Finally, a more fragments bit shows if the current fragment is the last one in a packet. Together with two reserved bits, the fragmentation header makes up for 32 bits. For IPv6, these fields have been relocated into their own, optional, header of 64 bits. In addition, fragmentation is prohibited on gateway nodes, instead the sender is notified of the MTU limitation via a control message (ICMP). However, the principal functionality and the 64 KByte limit have been preserved.
The IP scheme has several design drawbacks [9] . Firstly, it does not allow to determine the datagram's size from its first fragment. This means, the required storage for reassembly can not be reserved in advance. Secondly, IP does not provide an acknowledgment mechanism, in case of a fragment loss the incomplete datagram remains in memory for a certain reassembly timeout and is then dropped. A retransmission of single fragments is not possible and the whole datagram has to be re-sent if required. Finally, IP does not provide any means for upper-layer protocols to determine the optimal payload size to avoid or at least to minimize the fragmentation overhead.
Regarding scalability, IP fragmentation can not be used on links with an MTU lower than 28 Bytes. This is due to the fact that IP fragments have to begin at an 8-Byte boundary and the IP header (20 Bytes at least) has to be prepended to each fragment. The upper limit to the packet size is 65,535 Bytes, including at least 20 Bytes for the IP header. Due to these limitations, IP fragmentation can not be used as a general solution.
B. Fragmentation approaches for CAN
CAN [2] is meant to connect embedded controllers without using a host computer. It is a specification for the physical and data link layers to be used, allowing the transmission of packets with a maximum payload of 8 Bytes. Because it does not provide support for fragmentation, different solutions exist at higher levels.
One such protocol is the ISO Transport Protocol (ISO-TP [3] ). It requires handshaking between sender and receiver to coordinate the size of the receive buffer (Block Size) and the time to wait between single fragments. Depending on configuration, one payload byte may be used for Extended Addressing. One byte is reserved for the Protocol Control Information, which distinguishes if fragmentation is used. The maximum payload for fragmented datagrams is defined to be 4095 Bytes. Datagrams with up to 7 Bytes (6 when Extended Addressing is used) are not fragmented. Whenever Block Size bytes have been transmitted, the receiver has to send an acknowledgement message.
Another transport protocol is defined by SAE J1939 [4] . Its Connection Mode Data Transfer (CMDT) uses the first payload byte as the fragment number, allowing for up to 255 fragments with 7 Bytes each (1785 Bytes maximum payload size).
DeviceNet [10] is a communication protocol on top of CAN used for data exchange. It provides two different types of communication, Explicit and I/O messages. Both allow the transmission of fragmented datagrams without an upper payload size limit. The first payload byte contains a two-bit message type, indicating the beginning, middle and ending frames as well as acknowledgement frames. The other six bits are used for a sequence number. With Explicit message fragmenting, every fragment has to be acknowledged, leading to a very high overhead. I/O messages have no acknowledgement at all on the other hand.
CAN Application Layer (CAL) [11] is an applicationlevel protocol allowing device discovery and identifier assignment based on objects and services. It is usually combined with CANopen [12] , a CAN-based automation protocol defining the binary representation for data types and device profiles for all communication components. CAL specifies a client-server protocol to transfer objects of unlimited length (Service Data Objects, SDO), which is used by CANopen as well. The transfers are always client-triggered and use 7 Bytes of the CAN payload for the actual data.
It can be seen that most fragmentation protocols on CAN are specifically tailored to the small MTU. They reserve one byte for the fragmentation header, either limiting the overall payload size (J1939), or requiring a certain number of acknowledgement messages to cope with potential fragment loss. Whereas CANopen/CAL and DeviceNet require two messages for every fragment, effectively doubling the total overhead, ISO-TP allows to transfer a whole block at once, which is then acknowledged by the receiver.
III. ADAPTIVE FRAGMENTATION PROTOCOL
During the development of FAMOUSO [7] , [13] , our event-based communication middleware, there was an increasing demand for supporting large datagram transmissions over different networks. Therefore, we developed AFP, the Adaptive Fragmentation Protocol, because none of the existing solutions was generic enough and fulfilled the scalability requirements. To be precise, AFP is not intended to replace other fragmentation protocols within their respective stacks, because it is a higher layer protocol. For example, if the path MTU in an IP network is known and AFP is used on top of IP with this MTU, the IP fragmentation will not be used but instead AFP will be responsible for the fragmentation and reassembly.
AFP defines a header format optimized for size while offering full scalability and extensibility. The fragmentation adapts to the network's MTU and also to the size of every datagram to minimize protocol overhead. This means that 1) any datagram size can be sent regardless of network-specific restrictions, and 2) this is possible for any underlying network with an MTU of at least 2 Bytes. Because different requirements may arise from network type and application, we split the header in two parts: an essential basic header and optional extension headers that may encapsulate further user-defined protocol headers.
A. Concept
In the following, we describe the format of the variablelength encoding, which is employed in interest of scalability and low overhead. Subsequently, we introduce the format of AFP's basic and extension header.
1) Variable-Length Header Data Coding: To get maximum scalability, we need to be able to store large numbers. We deploy variable-length coding, whose storage space scales with the number's size. Using a fixed length coding would lower the scalability by limiting the range of representable numbers.
There are already some approaches that encode numbers in variable-length, like variable-length quantity (VLQ). VLQ is utilized in the standard MIDI file format [14] and it uses an arbitrarily long sequence of bytes, each with the same structure. The most significant bit, the chaining bit, is reserved to indicate whether another byte follows the current one. The remaining 7 bits contain a part of the number in binary encoding. Because each byte only contains 7 bits of the number, a lot of bit operations are needed for encoding and decoding. However, shifts over byte boundaries are expensive on embedded platforms only having 8-bit registers and can be avoided by using another coding.
In UTF-8 [15] , which maps Unicode characters to variable-length byte sequences, the length is unary coded in the most significant bits of a sequence's first byte. This is advantageous for processing on low-end embedded To address the above mentioned shortcomings, we propose an encoding scheme based on UTF-8 (see Fig. 1 ). The idea is to use only unary encoding and omit the rest. Thus, the first part of our encoding defines the length h, which is not less than one, in unary coding. Therefore, the first h − 1 bits are set to one, delimited by a zero bit. These are followed by 7h data bits. Both fields together are h Bytes in length. So, having n bits of data, we need n 7 = h Bytes to add length information and achieve byte alignment.
As we use the coding, fseq contains an unsigned integer in binary representation without the leading zero bits. All numbers are encoded in network byte order (big endian) and aligned to the right.
2) Basic Header Format: AFP fragments start with a basic header, which contains essential information for correct defragmentation independent of application or network requirements. A basic header starts always with its length unarily encoded as shown in Figure 1 , and the rest of the header contains the following elements:
ext: If the extension bit is set, there is an extension header behind the basic header. The fragment's payload data is stored behind the last header. fst:
The first bit is set to one if the current fragment is the first of a series of fragments belonging together. In this case, the fseq field defines the count of fragments the datagram was split into. fseq: Stored using variable-length encoding; the fragment sequence number, specifies how many data fragments follow after the current fragment. Thus, fragmenting a datagram into c pieces, the sequence number is counting down from c − 1 to 0. In this way the first fragment contains information about the total number of fragments the datagram consists of. The sequence number is also useful for ordering of fragments, packet loss detection, and packet duplicate detection if it is necessary. The header length h not only adapts to each datagram, but may also vary between fragments of one datagram. Because the fragment sequence number fseq is counting down, the header length h i decreases for every fragment sequence number value i representable in a header of length h i − 1. This happens for each i with:
Require:
{current header length} c h ← 32 {max. frag. count with header length = h} c max ← 32 {max. frag. count with header length ≤ h} {need bigger headers to fit remaining payload?} while p rem > c h (m − h) do {subtract payload size fitting with current header length} Because the full MTU m can be used, the variable fragment payload length is m − h i for each fragment, except for the last one. The last fragment may be smaller if the datagram size p does not exactly match the sum of all fragment's payloads.
Since the first fragment's sequence number is c − 1, we have to calculate the fragment count c in advance. The algorithm presented in Figure 2 solves this task. It also returns the first fragment's header length h c−1 . The algorithm starts considering the lowest header length, which will be used for the last fragments. If the payload does not fit into the fragments with such a header, additional fragments with longer headers are needed. The header length and the total fragment count are increased iteratively until the remaining payload fits into fragments with the current header length. The algorithm runs with a complexity of O(log p) for payload size p.
An overview on the fragmentation is given in Figure 3 . To fragment a p Byte datagram, first the fragment count c and the first fragment's header length h c−1 must be calculated from p and the MTU m using the described algorithm. Then the first fragment can be constructed from the AFP basic header (containing the fragment sequence number i = c − 1) and the first m − h c−1 Bytes of the datagram. The next fragment consists of an AFP basic header of length h c−2 (with the sequence number i = c − 2) and the next m − h c−2 Bytes of the datagram. As already described, the sequence number i is decremented fragment by fragment until it reaches zero for the last fragment, which contains the remaining data that may be less than m − h 0 = m − 1 Bytes. The header length h i is the minimal sufficient encoding for the number i. The header length is equal for wide ranges of i, but reduced by one byte for values of i given in Formula 1, like 4095 and 31. This is especially important for the protocol efficiency on small-MTU networks.
The
Of course, for tiny MTUs the maximum payload is small and the overhead is large. However, our protocol already works very well for quite small MTUs, like 8 Bytes on the widely used CAN field-bus. Here it has a theoretical limit of about 129 TBytes payload per . . . datagram. In addition, our protocol can be stacked as often as desired by using fragments produced by one AFP layer as datagrams for the lower AFP layer. Hence, it is even possible to support arbitrarily large datagrams on top of a network with a 2 Bytes MTU. One key feature of AFP is that the number of datagram fragments is given in the first fragment, thus the required storage for reassembly is allocatable in advance. Consequently, if a large datagram does not fit into the system's memory, all fragments of such a datagram will be dropped, avoiding memory cluttering. Only if packet reordering delays the first fragment's arrival, some fragments must be buffered before the decision about decoding or dropping is taken.
AFP was designed to work on top of any network type, including unidirectional channels. That is why there is no built-in acknowledge or retransmission mechanism. If the communication reliability does not meet the requirements, it is possible to integrate further protocols that may be encapsulated using the extension header format. For example that might be forward error correction or an acknowledge-or-retransmit mechanism if bidirectional communication is possible.
3) Extension Header Format: To keep our protocol flexible to many possible requirements, we provide a generic extension header format. Extension headers are optional and may vary between datagrams. They allow specifying information to be sent with each fragment of a datagram, providing additional functionality. Datagram identification and forward error correction are typical use cases, and further extension header types can be defined easily. However, the calculation of the payload size and fragment count has to consider the deployed extension headers.
AFP neither limits the number of possible types nor the length of the extension headers by using the variablelength header data encoding. It supports two categories of extension headers: One which encodes the header data length explicitly and another with length depending on the extension type.
Explicit length encoding is more generic. Headers of the same type may differ in length. Additionally, it is possible to make the implementation ignore unknown headers by skipping the given number of header bytes.
In contrast, using implicit length encoding, the header length is defined by the header type, and thus, it is constant for such types. All communicating nodes must be in agreement about the unique type-to-length mapping. The benefit of the known header length is a reduced protocol overhead.
Our binary encoding supports both header styles (see Fig. 4 ). It consists of the following elements:
ext: It has the same meaning as in the basic header. esb: The explicit size bit is set if the header data length is given explicitly. Otherwise it is implicit through the unique type-to-length mapping. type: This field is used to distinguish different extension header types. As for the fragment sequence number in the basic header, the type identifier length is given in unary coding in front of the ext bit. Type identifiers may be encoded arbitrarily, e. g. as a binary number or a character string. size: As usual, the header data length is kept here in variable-length unsigned integer unary encoding (network byte order) cutting off leading zero bits. This field only occurs if esb is set. data: The header data contain the protocol information of the extension. The field's length is given either implicit or explicit in dependence of the esb.
As shown, our protocol provides a scalable extension mechanism limiting neither the number of possible extensions, nor the length of an extension. Hence, application or network related requirements can be handled in an extension for the adaptive fragmentation protocol. Furthermore, extensions create no protocol overhead (except a chaining bit) if they are not needed, because they are just omitted in this case.
B. Implementation
AFP, which is part of the FAMOUSO middleware [7] , [13] , was implemented with template metaprogramming techniques in C++, leading to a highly configurable software. Thus, it is possible to combine several configuration options at compile time to get an optimized AFP version, fitting exactly to the application requirements. Configuration options include whether to use the extension headers we defined:
• Datagram identification: If multiple datagrams get fragmented concurrently, it may result in interleaved transmission of fragments belonging to different datagrams. In this case a receiver has to be able to assign each fragment to the datagram it is a part of. We solve this issue by adding a datagram identification number to each fragment via an extension header. All packets a datagram gets fragmented to have to share the same datagram identification. It has to differ from all identifications of other datagrams that reach the receiver before reassembly is completed. Datagram identification is also needed, if packet loss or reordering influences the sequence of received fragments while datagrams are sent at a high rate. Our implementation offers various policy classes to configure whether to add datagram identification, to support concurrent reassembly of multiple datagrams, whether to check for duplicates or whether AFP needs to be able to handle reordering.
• Forward error correction: In the presence of packet loss it might be useful to decrease the probability of losing a whole datagram at the expense of transmitting redundant information, especially if there is no feedback channel to trigger a retransmission. For this purpose we provide forward error correction policy classes that generate an extension header and a userdefined number r of redundant fragments. If received fragments contain an extension header not supported by the used configuration, the datagram is dropped, because a correct reassembly is impossible.
AFP is entirely written in standard-compliant C++. It has been successfully deployed on Linux, Windows and on 8-bit Atmel AVR micro-controllers. Running AFP on another platform usually requires only a configuration and compilation for that platform.
To tackle the resource constraint problems on embedded platforms, we offer configuration options to adjust the trade-off between resource consumption and application requirements. For example, if a platform has no support for heap memory allocation, a static buffer will be used for defragmentation. A precondition is to know the size and number of concurrently expected datagrams. However, with this knowledge, AFP automatically chooses the smallest fitting data type to represent datagram sizes in the code. If it is smaller than 256 Bytes, this saves RAM and instructions on 8-bit micro-controllers.
IV. EVALUATION
AFP is intended to be a scalable and extensible fragmentation protocol with low overhead suitable for different network types and applications. In the following, we discuss the theoretical scalability limits of AFP, consider its protocol overhead comparing it to other fragmentation solutions, and discuss the resource requirements of the AFP implementation.
A. Scalability
As already discussed in Section III, AFP is scalable in terms of the supported MTUs and the maximum datagram size that can be fragmented. It can be used with very small MTUs, starting from 2 Bytes. The maximum datagram size grows exponentially with rising MTU, already reaching 129 TBytes for CAN with a low MTU of 8 Bytes. If AFP is applied multiple times recursively, the maximum datagram size can be increased further. In this way, arbitrarily large datagrams can be fragmented with any MTU above 1 Byte. Figure 5 gives an overview about the protocol overhead of AFP and compares it to other protocols. Section IV-C gives attention to the comparison.
B. Protocol overhead
The overhead of AFP depends primarily on the used MTU and secondarily on the size of the datagram to send. The plots show the protocol overhead for two typical MTUs (CAN and Ethernet) above a logarithmic scale of the datagram size. The overhead on CAN is much higher than on Ethernet in general and it increases faster. That is the price to pay for transmitting masses of data via a small MTU network. The overhead and its growth shrink significantly with rising MTU, because one fragment can hold more data. So we need less fragments resulting in a lower ratio of header data.
The shapes of the AFP overhead functions are similar, but they are stretched in the amplitude and differ in their origins. Looking at the CAN graph, the overhead paces up and down below the 224 Bytes datagram size. It rises every time a new fragment is needed, because the additional header byte increases the header ratio noticeably for small datagram sizes. The amplitude of this oscillation falls with increasing datagram size. Starting from 225 Bytes, we see rounded steps caused by the variable header length. With the beginning of each step the header size increases by one. The overhead heightens with the datagram size, because more fragments contain an enlarged header.
All plots start with datagram sizes greater than the MTU, assuming that fragmentation is omitted for datagrams that fit into one packet. The illustrated protocol overhead does not include any extension headers. Adding extension headers will increase the overhead depending on the size of the specific extension header. This is highly specific to the application scenario and will not be discussed here. Figure 5 shows the protocol overhead of AFP in contrast to other protocols. For CAN, we compare AFP against ISO-TP, assuming ISO-TP uses no Extended Addressing (7 Byte payload per fragment) and only the initial Flow Control message. For low datagram sizes the overhead of ISO-TP is higher, because in contrast to AFP, ISO-TP requires an initial handshaking between sender and receiver. Starting from 225 Bytes the overhead of AFP rises, because more fragments contain a header of two bytes. The overhead of ISO-TP instead is falling with rising datagram size, because all following fragments contain only one byte Protocol Control Information. However, ISO-TP uses a circulating fragment sequence number that is not bijective. Concerning the maximum datagram size, ISO-TP is limited to 4 KBytes while AFP does not limit it in general. Furthermore, AFP can be used for multicast, because unlike all other CAN fragmentation it does not rely on a feedback channel.
C. Comparison with other protocols
The overhead of IP fragmentation and AFP's counterpart is shown in Figure 5 Summarizing, AFP generates mostly less overhead than other protocols while not limiting the maximum datagram size in general. Moreover, it can be used efficiently for multicast communication.
D. Local resource usage
To show that our protocol is suitable for low-end embedded devices, we used FAMOUSO with an AFP configuration without extension headers on different AVR AT90CAN128 nodes connected via CAN. We analysed the resulting binary code size (code resides in flash memory) and global and static data size (RAM used permanently). We used avr-gcc version 4.4.3 with the -Os option (optimize for size) to compile the source.
The fragmentation occupies no RAM permanently, because fragmentation and transmission was implemented in a blocking manner utilizing only the function call stack. In contrast, the RAM footprint for defragmentation is about the maximum datagram size that has to be received. This is reasoned by the needed permanent buffer and the lacking heap memory support.
The code size of AFP is about 600 Bytes for fragmentation and 900 Bytes for reassembly. Including FAMOUSO, the CAN driver and a very simple application the code size is around 3 KBytes for both, fragmentation and defragmentation. Hence, we draw the conclusion that our 
V. CASE STUDY: TELEOPERATED ROBOT
To demonstrate the scalability of our approach, we enhance the evaluation with a real-world case study. A mobile robot is controlled by an operator, where control commands and sensors values are sent over a Wireless Mesh Network (WMN [16] ). In addition, a live video is transmitted from the robot to the operator. To allow the integration of the robot's CAN-based sensors and actuators into the WMN, we deploy the FAMOUSO middleware [17] for all communication.
The video frames from the robot's two cameras (Figure 6 ) are generated with 10 frames per second at 640x480 pixels each. We are compressing them using the waveletbased Progressive Graphics Format (PGF [18] ), which does not consider inter-frame dependencies. PGF encodes each frame into four layers with increasing resolution. The typical layer size is between 5 KBytes and 10 KBytes, depending on image content. To reconstruct the image up to a certain layer, all previous layers have to be present.
The video frame layers exceed the Wireless LAN MTU and thus need to be fragmented for transmission. Since the WMN is faced with possible packet loss, additional means are required to provide at least a minimal quality view to the operator. To achieve this, at least layer 0 (lowest resolution) needs to be delivered. To compensate for lost layer 0 packets, we add additional forward error correction packets (see Figure 7 ). This ensures that at least a low-quality image can be displayed without increasing the network overhead too much. If the successive layer fragments are transmitted successfully, the image quality can be increased, allowing for fine-grained robot operation.
In this scenario, the complexity of fragmenting the layers of a video frame and the addition of partial forward error correction is transparently handled by AFP, allowing L0 PGF data fragments FEC redundancy L1 L2 L3 Figure 7 . Fragmentation of video frame layers with forward error correction on layer 0 the application to concentrate efforts on the capturing and display of the video. The flexible interface provided by AFP has shown its practical usability. In addition, it is easily possible to adapt to other networks, e.g. by adding more FEC packets where higher bandwidth is available but packets might be lost, or by completely removing the FEC when no packet loss can occur. These changes can be performed by reconfiguring AFP alone, without changing the application.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we present AFP, a fragmentation protocol that adapts to different network MTUs as well as to different datagram sizes, while using the system resources efficiently. The protocol can be tailored to the needs of applications, allowing to deploy it in a lot of different scenarios ranging from low-scale embedded devices up to higher end systems.
Due to its adaptive nature, AFP is very reusable and can reduce development efforts significantly. Especially, it is well suited as a general fragmentation solution for software that provides a communication interface which hides different networks' characteristics like FAMOUSO does. Thus, by utilizing AFP, a middleware can offer equal service on top of various networks, independently of the networks' fragmentation support and maximum datagram size.
We describe AFP's basic concepts that employ variablelength encoding to enable maximum scalability while guaranteeing low protocol overhead. Following the idea of minimising protocol overhead, we split the AFP protocol information into an essential basic header and optional extension headers. The basic header is used for the general fragmentation task, and the extensions allow for supporting different application demands, like forward error correction mechanisms in case of a transmission over an unreliable network.
To evaluate AFP, we analyze the protocol overhead of the basic header for different MTUs and datagram sizes, showing the scalability and its usability in case of tiny MTUs. By applying the protocol recursively, it is possible to send arbitrarily-large datagrams over any network with an MTU of at least 2 Bytes. We also compare AFP to other widely used fragmentation protocols and show AFP's properties in terms of scalability and adaptability. Furthermore, we measure the resource consumption on a typical 8-bit micro-controller, where AFP has a very low footprint. As a practical use case, we deploy AFP in a tele-operating robot scenario. Here datagrams are transferred through a WMN in a high rate. We employ AFP's extensions for datagram identification and forward error correction to enable a reliable video stream, allowing the correct steering of the robot.
Future work will cover the specification of typical extension header types. We will consider extension headers for example to allow retransmissions of lost fragments and to handle security issues. Next, we will evaluate the overhead of the extensions in terms of used bandwidth and needed RAM/ROM.
Our implementation of AFP, which is part of the FAMOUSO middleware, is Open Source and can be downloaded and used without a charge [7] .
